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In this paper an analytic solition has been obtained for a Wn-steady free convection on a thick vertical plate, 
a. 
resulting from heat transfer'fr a wellstirred fluid at !he o&er face of the plate. Effects of the diffusivity 
~ t i 0  parameter k, and Pranpt%mber q on h a t  flux at lntedsa have been exhibit& graphically. 
i 'L. N O - M E N C L A T U R E  
1 .= thickness of the plate - 
T =  absolute temperature - 
t .= time 
u = x component of velocity 
* - *  - ,. 
v = kinematic viscosity of quiescent fluid 
n i 17 
vertical distance along the plate x = 
Y = horizontal distance from the vertical plate 
.I Non-dimensional quantities 
i 
8 = KT , 8 = coeEcient of expansion 1 
v2 
K =  K2 ratio of conductivities - Kl 
k = ratio of diffusivities k2 Zl 
Y = yll, Y,  = ( l /k~ f 2n 4- 1 )  
o = Prandtl number v/k 
Subscripts 
0 = for initial oonditions 
1 = for quiescent fluid 
2 = for solid 
3 = for well stirred fluid 
Illingworthl carried out the study of nonsteady free convection in a 'parallel type' flow to find shod 
time solution after the onset of transition. Later Michiyoshiz and Siege13 studied the 'initial conduction 
regime' taking the temperature and velocity to 'be independent of distance doqg the vertical plite, 
Schetz 8i Eichhorn4 and Manold & Young5 simultaneously studied some additional cases of sinusoida.1 
heat flux. * .  
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The author6 studied the conjugate aspect of the problem for small values of time talring into accougt 
the thickness of the plate. 
' 
Thp present paper deals wim the transient free convection in fhe quies&nt fluid, resulting From thd 
heat transfer from the well stitred fluid in contact-with the other face of the thick plate. Following Cars- 
law & Jaeger7, the face in antact with the well stirred fluid is assumed to remain at a constant tempra- 
ture throughout. The problem has its appliytion,in calorimetry and heat exchangers. 
P R O B L E M  
Taking &axis along the vertical doubly infinite plate of thickness I ,  'such'that - - I  4 y < 0, the well 
stirred and the quiesceqt fluid respectively occupy the space y < - I and y 2 0. Also -m < < x 00 for 
both the solid and the fluid regions. Initigl temperature of the solid and the q u i e m t  fluid is aeto apd 
that of well stirred fluid To, whkh for t >O equals to the temperature of the surface of contact. For 
the problem stated the equations in the non-dimensional form -can be written as 
3221 
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., , 
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/ 
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Solutions of equations (6) and (7) are ' ! - i 
8; = ~e - ~ X Y  
and - ,. _ + p & 9 B ooshqi Y + dsinh 2 Yfiq,, . -- 
where 'L.~ .' ,. 
q12 = pa and q,2 = pulk 
- 
Evaluating thZ-constants A, B and C using the boupdary - - conditions A 8{a), . 8(l&and 8(c); - we - get 
- - 
- = e - 4 Y / n  q - (9) ,- 
- - 
a d  
- - . ifa + ue, ( cosh q, Y + - Eai4h ..+ 4% qJ)/A- 
- -- -- - 
(10) 
-,, . i  
where . f - 6 - , 
* - 
i, 
A = pu ( msh + K* sish q;)  + &qz ( s ~ i n h - ~ ~  7K* c o ~ h  fi ) 
. 
To get the solution valid for small values of time; we cnamine~exipessions in (9) a-ndf10) for large 
values of p. 
. - - - - - 
. . .  
.Thuse:- . - -  ' - , . 
- .- - . 
i q F =  1 + K* 
. 5 ,..n=O4 - -- (11) 
a ~ d  - 
- 
c 0, =: 
i l + K X  
n = O  
. - 
where . - 
E[,* = (1 - K')/(l + EL*) 
- 
Term by tern inversion 'if (r 1) and (12)rdves - 
m 
- -\, 
r, d1J 
"O ~ ~ ( - ) @ ~ ~ ~ [ ( e r f " . f . ( ~ ~ ) ] -  2 7 + a ( 2 n  + I )  - .  el = 1+K* dnir 
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' and . 
/ 
(14) 
- 
where 
1 -3 4 erf o (8) = - s - x x:ri c (x) 
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3y 1 + K* 2 ( - l p  El*" [ - exp ( - y2n~0  41cr 
< + G O  
/ 
- . -  
. - 
- - 
- 
where YnO .= 2n + f f l  r~pr- the ftoz-a~ th~~id&i i * -Q;-  - - -  
/ 
- ' 
Substituting the value o f &  from (IS) in (9), we,get a linear dh&lXeq&ion in i9. Itss soldtion, 
under the condition of no slip at interface Y 0 gives -- 
- - -  
, - 
where 
I 
- - - 
\ .  
1 Yu = JL Y + 2  *+I-)-- -.-.. & - - 
I--. 
.- 
A I 
The inversion kcquation (16) gives the velocity distribution of the fluid occupying the region F> -0 
- \ - -  
Q1 
u =  - . (17) 
(a- 1) (1 + K*) 
+ = o  
- - 
- 
-- 
where - , 
- 
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and - 
R 2 , ~  = (b ; '12  i ~ e r f o (  4 7 2  d~ ) . 
1. 
D I S C U S S I O N  
Fig 1 depicts the heat flux at-the mterface Y = 0 at different times for diffwmt vdues of k. 
There is an overall increase in flux with increase in k. Also the peak values are ieached earlier for greater 
k. It means that the greater the diffusivity ratio the earlier the flux will attain its maximum value, which 
is evident. Fig 2 shows the flux for different values of a f o r i d z  = 5. It is seen that maximum value 
- 1  - 
< i. 
0 
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Fig 1-Flux at interface Y=o at diffarent timesfor various 
values 1/k,o=i ,  K* = '005. 
7 
I 
Fig Z-Flux at interface Y=O at different times for Fig 3-Vel~ity pr0filafor d i f fmt  dua \/r; ,jx= 10, 
various values of 40, q Z 5 ,  K* = '005. 
~ = l ,  ~ * = ~ ) 0 ‘ 5 .  
- 
vk 
of flux is reached later for increased a. Since = -, so for a fixed k the increase in a willbekn 
k2 
either an increase in kinematic viscdsitj-of th6 fiuid or decreaie4n the.diEusivity of the solid. Both will 
causc delayed diffusion of heat and hen& delayed attainment of the maximum value of heat flux. 
- Fig 3 exhibits the velocity profiles at d iEan t  times for = 1. The profiles are seen to increase with 
the incregse in time: . . .. , ~ 
, . 
- II 
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